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Nanoscience and Nanotechnology?

– Nanoscience is the study of phenomena and 
manipulation of materials at atomic, molecular and 
macromolecular scales, where properties differ 
significantly from those at a larger scale.

– Nanotechnologies are the design, characterisation, 
production and application of structures, devices and 
systems by controlling shape and size at nanometre 
scale.
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Key ideas:

1. The nanometer is extremely small. 

2. At the nanometer scale, materials may behave 
differently.  

3. We can harness this new behavior to make new 
technologies.



What is Nano?



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

1 meter



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

10 centimeters



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

1 centimeter



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

100 micrometers



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

10 micrometers



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

1 micrometer



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

100 nanometers



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

10 nanometers



UNDERSTANDING SIZE

1 nanometer



How Big is a Nanometer? 

o How many sugar 
molecules in a sugar cube?

o What do we need to know 
(estimate)?
o Sugar cube = (1 cm)3

o 1 sugar molecule = (1 nm)3

 \ 1021 sugar molecules in a 
sugar cube  

Sugar cubes



Dimensions of nanomaterials

This classification is based on the number of 

dimensions of a material, which are outside 

the nanoscale (<100 nm) range.



zero-dimensional (0D) 

all the dimensions are measured 

within the nanoscale (no dimensions 

are larger than 100 nm). 

Most commonly, 0D nanomaterials are 

nanoparticles.



one-dimensional (1D): 

one dimension is outside the 

nanoscale. 

This class includes nanotubes, 

nanorods, and nanowires.



Two-dimensional (2D): 

two dimensions are outside the 

nanoscale. 

This class exhibits plate-like shapes 

and includes graphene, nanofilms, 

nanolayers, and nanocoatings.



Three-dimensional nanomaterials

(3D) :

materials that are not confined to the 

nanoscale in any dimension. This class 

can contain bulk powders, dispersions 

of nanoparticles, bundles of nanowires, 

and nanotubes as well as multi-

nanolayers.



Nanotechnology

What make technology at the 
nanoscale different from technology 
at the macroscale?







Surface to Volume ratio

As objects get smaller they 

have a much greater surface 

area to volume ratio

2 cm cube has a  

surface area of 24 cm2

and a  volume of 8 

cm3 (ratio = 3:1)

10 cm cube has a  

surface area of 600 

cm2 and a  volume 

of 1000 cm3 (ratio 

= 0.6:1)



Surface Areas at the Nanoscale

1 mm cubes1 cm cubes 1 nm cubes

Crushing a 1cm particle into nano particles increases the 

surface area thousands of times!



How Surface Area Scales (Changes)
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nano

1 nm particles  1010 m2

1 micron particles  107 m2

1 cm particles  103 m2



Smallness Leads to New Properties

Reactivity

Melting point

Strength

Conductivity

Color

At very small sizes physical properties of 
materials can change dramatically.



 Nanoparticles has a large surface area than the bulk 

one. It enhances the number of reaction site.

 More surface area means more surface energy. 

 Material with high energy will always unstable so it 

wants to share the energy with other sources.









Plasmons are collective oscillations of the 

electrons which are present at the bulk and 

surface of conducting materials.





Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), results in the unusually 

strong scattering and absorption of light. 

The nanoparticle optical properties are highly dependent on 

material composition, size, and the medium in which the 

particles are embedded.



Stained Glass: Size and Shape Matter



Stained Glass: Size and Shape Matter



Stained Glass: Size and Shape Matter

Particle shape also affects the color!







Altered Lattice Constants

• Compare lattice structure of nano and bulk 
materials

• Shortening of bonds near the surface

• Surface reconstruction

Original Structure Shortened Surface Bonds Shifted Surface Bonds



Influence on mechanical properties: 

 Increased Hardness, 

 Higher Young modulus and tensile strength (to 

4 times higher)

 Lower plastic deformation


